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CHAP'rER I 
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE: 
'!'his is a study .f a group or cerebral palsied children who 
have been seen at the Mercy Hospital Children's Rehabilitation 
Center and whose behavior and attitudes suggest emotional prob-
lems. It. has beeD recognized by the clinic staff that many of 
these ohildren are eXhibiting amotional problems which prevent 
or delay the in1tiatlGn or the therapy program and, theretore, 
~e8trict the benefIts.: !bi8 causes modification ot therapy un-
~11 the disturbance is allevIated or other approaches are found. 
~pec1tically, theretore,..l"f.t 1s hoped that this study will reveal 
$ome or the elements of .. thIs emotional d1sturbance and 1ts jff'ect 
~ ·the resUlts of' the r •• ammended therapy program. 
SOUROE: 
The prima:ry source materlal tor this ilt.udl' 1s the clinical 
~eoords ofa group ot sixty-eight cerebral palsied children known 
• ~o the Meroy ~ospital Children's Rehabilitation Oenter, sometime 
~etween Febr~ 14, 1949 and August 31, 1954. In this group 
lFThe Current title ot the medical facility is used in this 
thesis instead ot the tormer name, Mercy Free Dispensory Cerebral 
~al8y Clinic. 
1 
r 
2 
there were thirty nine active and twenty nine closed cases. 
~ETHOD: 
This project was undertaken by a group of five students from 
the Loyola University School of Social Work. The selection of 
the material and the general focus was made possible following 
Ia discussion with the protess.ional staff of the clinic in g"'.eup 
~B.a~oDS and indivi4ual17. 
The material tor this thesis was obtained through a study of 
~vailable case histortes in the master tile of the.Mercy Hospital 
~ildrenfs Rehabilitation Oenter. A review of several of these 
leases was made and resulted in the drafting ot a tentative sched-
~.. This schedule was ,..esented to the protessional clinic •. -.at_ 
.lUIing a group session_ tar the purpos·e of discussing strengths 
~nd weaknesses of the schedule. The clinic personnel indicated 
", 
_reas Which needed development and offered auggestions for a more 
~omprehensive study. The schedule was then revised and tested 
,ith a randam sanple, in which every tenth case was selected tor 
~tudy. Upon oompletion of the sample study_ minor adjustments 
"ere made in the schedule. The revised schedule (See APpendix) 
~as the basis tor this group study. 
The records were alphabetically arranged and placed in num-
~rical sequence. The total number ot case histories was divided 
~qual17 among/the stUdents and, upon oompletion of the stOOy_ the 
~ntor.mation obtained was transr~r4dto a master schedule. The 
3 
sohedule ineluded tour broad catagories: 
1. general identifying intor.mation~ 
2. medical and sooial history, 
3. psyohol~gioal evaluation~ 
4. diagnostic work-up and treatment. 
Atter the data was compiled~ eaCh student selected a specitic 
~rea of ooncentration. ot the total cases stud led, one hundred 
~nd thirty-eight c.a.es were active and nlnety were closed. Thirty-
~1ne, or approximately twenty-e1ght percent of the aot1ve cases, 
~nd twenty-nlne, or app~ox1mately thirty-two percent ot the closed 
~a8es were cons1dered by the cllnic staff to be eXhlb1tlng an &mO-
~lonal problem. Thls study 18,therefore~ based on sixty-elght 
',' 
~ases or approxlmately thirty percent of the total number ot cas.es 
.tudled by the group. 
mOl' HCBPITAL CBILDREN'S.REHABILITATION CENTER 
~IS'fORY: 
TQe, Mercy Hospltal Ohl1dren's RehabUltatlon Center~ formerly 
~nown as the Cerebr.l Palsy clinlc ot Mercy Hospltal and Dlspen-
~a17~ .. S been In exlstame sinoe February 14~ 1949. 
tJnd.er 8.XL atf Ulatlol'l" agreement , on March 27 ~ 1953 ~ the ser-
,lces of theOerebral Palsy Cllnic at Meroy Hospltal and the fac-
~lltles of the Martha Washlngton Home for CripPled Children were 
~ited. '!'he tacl1lties ot the Martha Washlngton Home tor Crippled 
~11dren provided for In-patient care and space tor a treatment 
center. !he KercyCerebra1 Palsy Clinic had been limited largely 
to diagnostic services. The affiliation, therefore, combined the 
efforts of these two groups on behalf ot cerebral palsied child-
ren. The patients were admitted to the clinic for a period of 
three months, were evaluated during that time, and reevaluated 
each three months. 
Financial ditficulties caused the affiliation program to be 
dissolved on Septenlber 30, 1954. Mercy Hospital, however, de-
cided to continue their diagnostic clinic and to in1tiate a pro-
gram of rehabilitation an out-patient basis only.l 
~PBRATION OF CLINIC: 
. 
The Kercy Hosp1ca10h11dren's Rehabilitation Center treatment 
';' 
program is based on a ~~.ork approach and incorporates the med-
ical specialt1es of pedi~trics, neurology, orthopedics, and phy-
sical mediclme, with th. auxiliary services of social service; 
. <~ ~ 
psychology; p~cal, oc;c~pationa1, and speech therapy to serve 
the complicated needs of~e patient. ConsUltation in the other 
specia1iies of medicine aqd all laboratory facil1t1es are avail-
able through Mercy Free Dispensary. When there i8 a need tor 
~ecial tests requiring hospitalizat10n, the child is placed in 
lercy Hospital •. 
lIntormation taken from material canpiled for publicity pur-
poses for Cerebral Palsy Clinic of Mercy HOSPital, 1955. 
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uPon being admitted for evaluation, a history of the birth 
d development of the child is obtained. The child is then seen 
y the Medical Director, a pediatrician, who may recommend further 
amination by the four medical specialists: the Physical, OCCU-
ational, and speech therapists; and the psychologist; or may re-
ommend ~ other medical and laboratory examinations. The re-
ults of these examinations are reviewed by the Medical Director 
nd the other memb~s of the team in a staff discussion, Where the 
ehabilitation plan is worked out. 
When intensive treatment appears to be indicated, the Child is 
cheduled for' therapy · •• veral t1mes weekly on a trial basis and 
ater recheCked; other children, for whom intensive treatment does 
appear feaSible, are placed on a home program and the parents 
given instruction in therapy. A third group of children who 
tor evalUation are reterred by private physiCians 
consultation service."and evaluations. 
!he medical social ~rker and psychologist provide. counseling 
parents or older pati~ts when this service is indicated. 
Children. receiving intensive therapy and those for whom inten-
ive therapy was not feaaible at the time ot the initial evaluatio 
re recheoked periodically by the team, to evaluate the progress 
or results of treatment and to make recommendation accordingly. 
Fees tor the clinic are based upon the parents ,. abU1ty to pay. 
e olinic is being supportf)d by contributions made by various com 
6 
~un1ty organLzat1ons and 1nterested 1nd1viduals.2 
Table I shows that twenty-seven. or approximately torty percent 
ot s1xty-eight pat1ents were cases 1~t1al17 diagnosed at Mercy 
~ospital Ohildren's Rehabi11tation Oenter as being children handi-
capped as a result ot Oerebral Palsy. ~e rest ot the cases had 
been or1gina11y diagnosed as Cerebral Palsy by private physicians 
or other clinics. All were studied in the complete diagnostic pro-
~ess at Mercy, however. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF tNI!IAL CEREBRAL PALSY DIAGNOSES MADE AT 
DCRC .IS SODARED WITH THOSE MADE BY PRIVATE' 
PHISIOIANS AND OTHER CLINICS· 
Sources lIupber ot Ohildren 
Total •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 68 , , 
Private Physicians aDd other G1inics • • • •• 41 
. ., . . . • • • • • • • • • 27 
Bach ot the patients knom to the clinic has been reterred by 
pne ot the sources indicatedln ~ble II. The highest percentage 
pt reterrals have been Made by protessional ,persona. ~ese include 
~hysiciana, therapists, psychologists, etc. A tew referrals have 
~een made by triends of the tamil.,.. This referral information was 
2Ibid • 
-
*Prom this point on Mercy Hosp1tal Children'. Rehabilitation 
~enter w111 be designated DCRe. 
Dot recorded in eight ot the ease histories. 
TABLE II 
SOUROE OF REFERRALS TO EOHO 
lIfumber ot Children 
! 
Sources 
Total • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• 68 
Irotessional • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• II 
AgencY' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1'1 
Publici ty ...'. • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 12 
Friends. • • 
• • • • •• 
Information not recorded 
DAT IS OBBIBRAL PALSI'! 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • ••• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
6 
8 
7 
Oerebral Palsy.., -. defined as acomprising a group ot con-
ditions which atfeot theooDtrol of the voluntary motor sTatem aad 
which have their origin in lesions of various parts of the 
bra1n. a3 Beoause Cerebral Palsy has its origin in the brain, the 
child af'tlicted bT thi.,.U.aae mal' bave impaired visIon, hearIng, 
or defective speech.tat.lleotual capacIty, upon which so much 
attention 1s being t~cua.4 in recent studues, mal" &lao be attect-
ed. Some ot the causal factors of cerebral palsy are: 
1. ! ~renatal tactoN recognized as genet1c detects or 
injuries acquired in the uterus. These injuries mal" be 
caused bT prenatal anoxia, cerebral hemorrhage, or &Il RH 
8 
ta6tor. 
2. Batal tactors, whlch lnclude anoxia due to narcotlcs, 
or dlttlcul t dellvery-; and cerebral hemorrhage due to 
traumas to the head, bleeding tendenciea, constitutlonal 
tactora, or.udden pressure changes. 
3. Post-natal tactors, whlch are classitled as traumas, 
int.ctio", toxins, and anoxla.' 
At times the ,'Q8.lttatlv. nature of Oerebral Pals., may be Ind.l-
~ated b., the toposra,h10al d1atrlbutlon of the lnvolvement. In 
' . 
• ome instances, lega are more iDvolved than arms, and In others, 
pne 81de more than the otaer. The tollowing terms are Qed in this 
~tudy and are detined ""Dr. Perlsteln:5 
.I.. Paraplegia/,Snvolves the legs only. 
B. DiJ1l.egla iavolvea the lega primarily and the arma to a 
sllght extent •• 
O. Quadripleg1ai1LVolves all tour extremities. 
D. Hemiplegia 1s a lateralized condition to one-halt of 
the bod.,. Pat1.Dts with this condition have greater in-
volvement of the:arm. 
There are tive general classifications of Oerebral fals., based 
~n the observable, outstanding clinical symptoms. These classifi-
' •• A. Perlstel., M. D., Infantile Oerebral Palsl,(Ohicago,1952 ) 
,.10-14 
5 Ibid., p. '7,8 
-
9 
~at1ons are ·'(1) .pastic it,., wh1ch is characterized by a clasp-knite 
rigid1ty ot muscles resulting 1n st1ffness of movement. There 1s 
~resent an inabil1t7 to relax muscles wh1ch are contracted con-
.tantly to the1r h1ghest degree; (2) athetOSis, which i8 a cond1-
~1on shown by uncontrolled, wr1thing movements; (3) ataxia, whiCh 
~s a d1sorder otbody balance. In some cases the hand1cap 1s ap-
,arent only by pool',.band and eye coord1nation, or a stagger1ng walk 
~4) r1gi41t7, which 1s,a condition ot paralysis ot muscles that ape 
,e17 sottiS and (5) _remors, which can be observed in theuncon-
~rollable rhytbm1c~_t.lon ot the muscles.' 
Patients having'O.reb~al.Pa1sYJ tor.mer1y known as SpastiC Par-
~lys1s, represent the second largest group ot crIppled ch1ldren, 
the tirst be1ng thoaeafflicted w1th Poliomye11tis. Oerebra1 Pal-
ay is no longer consitered a hopeless cond1tion since some measure 
Iof rehabUItat10n can be' achieved by a major1ty of the pati8Jilts 1t 
~he proper taci11t1es are prov1ded. In the past tew years diagnos-
~ic and treatment centers have been established throughout the 
!country. These centers ,prOVide not only medical treatment, but 
educational, BOc1al and tami1y guidance as we11.8 
6 Ibid., p. 9 
-
7M• I. Dunadon, The Educability ot Oerebral Palsy Ohildren, 
(Lotg~, )p. 9, 10 
~ic Denhott, M. D.; Victor N. Smirnott, M. D.; Raymond H. 
Bolden, M. A., Medical Progress, Oerebral Palsy,('Providence,R. I.,n 
p. 3 
10 
l'RESBHTATIOlf' OF THE STUDY 
This atudy of the case historie8,)of sixty-eight Oerebral Pal-
~ied children attempts, in a general way, to consider all possible 
~ecorded env1ronmental factors. Spec1fically, emphas1s is focused 
~pon the child's emotional reaction to h1s cond1tion and his en-
rironment, and h~w his handicap atfects h1s immed1ate fandly and 
peers, and 1nfluenoe. his total person. 
Ohapters II an4UI give a picture of the environment of thes. 
,hildren. Th. medical problems will be presented in Chapter Iv 
01' cons14ering prenatal, Datal, and post-natal tactors related to 
~b. cerebral pal.ied pat'ent. The phys1cal involvement of the 
~icap w11l also be explained in qualitative and quantitative 
~erma. The behavioral problems w1l1 be c ons1dered in Ohapter V 
~nd illustrated through case stud1es. A summary and concluai ons ~.~, I 
~ill be g 1ven in the sixth obt.pter. 
OHAPTlCR II 
AH ANALYSIS OF THE STUDY GROUP 
The ,purpose ot this chapter is to describe the s1xty-eig~t 
with infor.mation revealed by the tace sheet of the clinic 
.rRlnD~~. Identityiag data, such as, residence, sex, age at ad-
rac~ religion, education, and number ot sibling, will 
bepresented. Ages ot the children's parents, the mar1tal 
and occupation ot the primary wage earners 
be added. 
there are no 1"8814_.. requirements in the clinic's in.take 
.. 1& shown 1n' fable III, over e1ghty percent ot the 
c.~l'at)ral Palsied childl'ell stud1e4 at the.Jt:l81l9 cre re8:!4ents of 
..,.uoLUtIlfi5U. The ba lame of the study group, with the except10n of 
11ve in other areas ot the., st.te ot Illinois. 111e 
t that two patients are residents of other states would ind1-
e the ~.8tige of the.lime as a d1agnostic and treataent 
ter; the l«ck ot facilities to diagnose and treat these cb11d-
in neighboring states; or the determination by parents to ex-
st all poss1ble resources betore aceepting,with some degree ot 
inal1ty, the diagnosis and treatment plans ottered elsewhere. 
11 
12 
!his last factor will be illustrated in Chapter IV, where consid-
eration is given the disposition of the twenty-nine cloaed cases. 
fABLE III 
REBIDENC. OJ' OBRBBRAL PALSlI) CHIIDREN 
IN THE STIDY GROUP 
Location Number of Ohildren 
Oity ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Suburb • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Other areaa of State • • • • • • • • • • • 
out of State • • • • • • • • • • 
56 
3 
7 
2 • • • • • 
--
fotal 68 
IaBX AND .AGE A'f AIM ITTA.,. 
bidence of the c108e approx1Jnat1ng incidence of 0erebral Pal a, 
lin both sexes i8 foun4l~1D.. 'fable IV. This atudy ot aixty-eight 
Oerebral Palsied chi~Uezldoes abow, however, a slight male pre-
,o124erance. 
The majority (forty-three) of the chj,ldren in this stud., w.re 
~er s~ Tears of age when adJl1tted to this clinic. The average 
.. se was '-lightly ove~ tour years, with the males being alightl,. 
plder. The age diatribution is clearly denote~ in· 'fable IY. 
TABLE IV 
SEX DISTRIBUTIOlf AND AGE AT ADMISSION 
OF OEREBRAL PALSIED CHIIDREN 
A$e 1n .,ears 
at Admission Kale Female 
IUnder 1 0 1 
1 - 2 10 8 
~ - 4 7 10 
~ - 6 4 ~ 
~ - 8 4 2 
~ - 10 
" 
1 
~l - 12 6 4: 
~3 and over ' I. f,- ·0 2 
IIntormation not reoord_·; 0 2 
. ;r :'!.rot.al 35 33 
~OB AND RELIGION 
13 
Total 
1 
18 
17 
7 
6 
5 
10 
2 
2 
68 
Although MaORO i8 UDder Oatholio auspices, there are no re-
~igious or racial restriotions in the clinio's intake policy. 
Race and religious baokgrounds are desoribed in 'l'able V. The 
~jori ty ot ohildren in the study group, approximatel., eigh'f.y-nine 
~ercent, were white, with almost an equal distribution ot Roman 
patholics and Protestante. 
~ABLE V 
RAOE AND RELIGION OF OHIlDREN IN THE STUDY GROUP 
Religion 
patholic 
rrotestant 
~ewish 
Total 
~INING AND EDUCATION 
ihite 
32 
28 
1 
61 
Ne&ero 
2 
5 
o 
7 
Total 
34 
33 
1 
68 
14 
GlIlleral retardationot the study group is ind1cated in Table 
Vi, dealing with training and education. Forty-nine ot the si~ty­
eight children studied, were ot school age. One child was in an 
~~':~d class. Only seventeen were attending regular classes, 
and five were in special schools tor crippled Ch11dren. Twenty-
tour school-age ch1ldren were not 1n school. 
,TABLE VI 
EDUCATIOIAL STATUS OF THE SCHOOL AGE 
CHItJmlm IN THE STUDY GROUP 
Olassiticat1on Number ot Children 
Graded Classroom • • • • • • • • • • • • 17 
ungraded Classroom • • • • • • • • • •• 1 
Spee1al School • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Nursery SChool • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Not attending School • • • • 
• • • • • • Total 
5 
2 
24 
49 
15 
AGE OF PAREHTS 
The mean age of Jathers and mothers, at the birth ot the pat-
", ients studied, was thirty-one and twenty-six, respectively. 'lb.ir-
teen of the mothers were under twenty-five years of age at the 
birth of their Cerebral Palsied child. ~.enty~five mothers were 
between thirty and thirty-nine years of age. The ages of nine 
fathers and four mothers were not given in the c l1nic record. 
TABLE VII 
AGE OF PARENTS AT BIRTH OF OEREBRAL PALSlED CHIID 
15 - 19 
20 - 2, 
~5 .. 29 
~O: - 34 
55 - 39 
'0 - 44 
Ages 
~ntormation not recorded 
Total 
Father 
0 
5 
17 
14 
16 
',7 
9 
68 
~UMBER OF SIBLINGS AND SIBLING POSITION 
Mother 
1 
12 
26 
17 
8 
0 
4 
68 
It is noted in Table VIII that in thirteen of the sixty-eight 
~amilies, the patient was the only child and that in thirty of the 
sixty-eight tamilies, he had a younger Sibling. ~ese findings 
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re Tery similar to those revealed by the Connecticut study.9 The 
able shows that having a cerebral palsied child may have affected 
he size of many families. There are only six families in which 
he patient had three siblings and only four families in whioh he 
ad four siblings. These ten families aooount for approximately 
ourteen percent of the families studied. The effeot of the cer-
bral palsied ohild on the normal siblings is of concern. The 
hild's disability map cause him to receive most of the attention;, 
d this may possibly result in sibling rivalry, whioh would affect 
patient, sibling, or both. 
TABLE VIII 
NUMBER Or.,. SIBLINGS AND ORDINAL POS ITION 
OF CEREBRAL P ALB lED OHIID 
, ' 
lassifioation 
\ .(\ 
with sibli 
us OF MO THBR'" i'. 
37 
28 
19 
17 
8 
6 
3 
4 
1 
o 
or approximately eighty-eight per-
ent, of the _thers of t1t:.'oerebral palsied ohildren were married. 
ee mothers lire remarri.a, but the reco~ds did not show if the 
in Oonnectiout,(Hartford, 
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present hus~ands were the fathers of the patients. At the time of 
the study one mother was widowed, one had adopted the patient when 
~e was an infant, and one was a foster parent. 
Marital Status 
Married •• 
TABLE IX 
MARITAL STATUS OF MOTHER 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
Separated • 
Remarried • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Widowed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Adoptive PaDent • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Foster Parent • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Information not recorded 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
Number 
60 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
Total 68 
~OOUPATION OF PRINOIPAL WAGE EARNER 
The occupation of the fathers were of a wide variety as is 
, , 
_hown by the distribution ot all types of employment catagories, 
in Table X. Thirty-six fathers were classified as pperatives and 
crattsmen; twelve as engaged in clerical and sales work; four as 
professional and semi-professional; and seven as service workers. 
~us the occupations of the great majority of the group were of a 
~rofessional or Skilled type. One family, in which the father was 
~eceased was receiving old age and survivors insurance. Occupation 
~as not recorded in five case histories. 
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TABLE X 
EMPLOYMENT CLASSIFIOATION OF PRINCIPAL WAGE EARNER* 
Classification Number 
2 Professional • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Se~-Profelsional • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Jroprietors, Managers, and Officials • • • • •• 3 
Clerical, Sales and Kindred • • • • • • • • •• 12 
Oraftsmen, Foremen, and Kindred • • • • • • •• 24 
Operative and Xindred •••••• • • • • • •• 12 
Service Workers Except Domestic • • • • • • • • 7 
Occupation not recorded ••••• • • • • • •• 5 
Total 67** 
*Federal job classlt1cat ion as listed by the Census Bureau. 
**One parent was not employed but was supported by old age and 
.urvivors insurance. ' 
SUMMARY 
Attention may be called to three items presented above as pos-
sible factors influencing or aggravating the emotional problems of 
the Oerebral Palsied child, and aff,ecting the size of the tamily. 
1. The average age of the mothers was twenjT-six years. 
Twenty-five mothers were older than thirty years of age 
at the birth of their cerebral palsied child. Thirteen 
of the mothers were under twenty-five years of age and 
one mother was not yet nineteen years old. 
2. The effect of Cerebra 1 Palsy on the size of families 
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ha~been noted. In this study, no family consisted of 
more than four children in addition to the cerebral pal-
sied ohild. There is a possibilIty that the emotional 
life of the parents was affected by the birth of the oer-
ebral palsied child. 
3. In thlrty-sevencoases, the cerebral palsied ohild was 
the eldest child in the family. Sibling rivalry, which 
commonly occurs in various degrees during the development 
of physically and mentally average children, was consider-
ed as an important factor which might have had serious re-
percussions on the oerebral palsied child's emotional and 
physical development, possibl1 adversely affeoting the 
general home atmosphere. The oontent of sibling rivalry 
as exhibited in the families of the cerebral palsied pat-
ients studied, .. will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER.III 
.. 
MEDIOAL PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE 
CEREBRAL PALSIED PATIENT 
This chapter will consider birth history; early development; 
diagnosis and recommendations; results of treatment; and disposi-
tion of cases. The intelligence measurability, general awareness, 
and educability prognosis of the study group will be considered in 
effort to present as complete a picture as possible. The psychol-
ogical evaluations of the patients, which will be reported compre-
~ensive17 by another ••• ber of the group of students engaged in the 
group project study reflects, to a large degree, the measurability 
and educability prognoa18 of the children. 
l3IRTH HIS TORY 
The mothers' history of pregnacies, live births, miscarriages, 
and the ordinal position of the cerebral palsied child are analyzed 
in Table Xi. It is r .. 8I.1ed that the number of subsequent preg-
nancies deminishes after the second. Twenty women each reported 
two pregnanc les. This compilation of figures reveals a high in-
cidence of two pregnancies)and two live births, as well as, a high 
incidence of cases in which the cerebral palsied child was the firs~ 
~orn. This ind~cates that after the birth of the cerebral palsied 
child, these mothers gave bi~th to a seoond child. Although as 
previously stated, the largest number of living ohi1dren in the 
20 
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~amilies studied was five, two mothers reported nine pregnancies 
~ach. !he following table reveals some of the multiple factors 
pperating in the procreation histories of the mothers or oerebral 
~alsied children. The smaller ratio of multiple births canpared 
Itdth the nwnber of pr$gnancies seems to be influenced by early mis-
~arriages. Two mothers had nine pregnancies and yet the higbest 
pumber or live births in the study group was six. 
TQ. JIQIIb,r or records not reporting some of the above informa-
~ion suggest that ·in some cases the mother was reluotant to re-
~eal info~ti .. concerning her pregnancies. Attempts to secure 
the information mayhaye aroueed within some of the mothers JIIlrt1 
feelings iactt._ting emotional involvement in the areas whioh creat-
ed discomfort and requested tree expression. The average number 
of pregnanoies, live bl~tbs, and ordlnal posltion of the patients 
are 2, 2.7, and 1.7, respeotlvely. 
, .. TABLE XI 
"' """"~ 
• HISTORY OF PREGIUCIlIS, MISOARRIAGES, LIVE BIRTHS, 
plassifloation 
Pregnancies 
~lrth. 
ti18carrlages 
prdlnal 
Position 
AND OJq>I,NAL POSITION OF PATIENT 
Jlunber and Pos L tl on 
No 
o 12 3 4 5 6 7 '8 9 Record Total 
- 12 20 12 10 4 
- 12 27 13 6 3 
42 9 5 2 - -
2 
1 
-
- te 18 9 ,6 1 1 1 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
6 
4 
10 
6 
68 
68 
68 
68 
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T.ne birth histories of the children studied revealed thetol-
lowing oamplicatlons associated with, or possibly producing the 
brain damage: (1) three mothers reported nervousness and depressiox 
moods during pregnancy; (2) five r~ported Rh .100d factor incampa-
tibUity; (3) tour mothers reported hemorrhagi~during pregnancy; 
(4) placenta previa, and exlampsia was reported in two cases; (5) 
two cases of h7P.rt~.1on were reported, (6) one accident, and a 
case of early surgery were considered as aetiological factors. No 
intectl10us dis8as .. _"r8 reported. Twenty-nine mothers reported 
no complications dur~ pregnanoy_ Information was not available 
regarding this factor in eleven case histories, .s shown in Tab1. 
~I_ 
~omplications 
TABLE XII 
p~JABOY OOMPLIOATIONS 
" Humber Ocmp1ications 
, 
Psychic Disturbances 3 Traumatic Experiences 
; 
[{emotologic 5 Other 
aemorrhage 4 Combination of above 
I 
~lacenta 1 Not recoNed 
~oxem1a 1, No complications 
~hronicDis ease a Total 
Numbel' 
2, 
1 
9 
11 
29 
68 
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Information concerning the presentation at birth and prematur-
1 t'1 ot the Cerebra 1 Palsied child .... s extremely 11mi ted in the 
case histories. Of the thirty-six in which the presentation ot 
the patient was recorded. only two were breech. The unavailabil-
ity of data regarding this factor prevents comparison with the 
number of breech births in the general population. It is known 
that the breech. presentation in the general population is 2.1 per-
e~nt. as compared with sixteen percent in the eases of the cerebraJ 
palsied children studied in Connecticut. 10 Table XIII indicates 
that one patient in the study group was delivered by Caesarian 
seetion. 
Birth .tight is recognized as the most reliable indication of 
length ot gestation. An7 child weighing five pounds. eight ounces 
or less is classified premature in this study. In the fitty of 
the sixty-eight oases studied at the MHCRC. in which birth weight 
was kliown by the ~.ilt~ torty-three infants were full term. (See 
Tables XIII and XIV.) !able XIV shows that seven. or fourteen per-
cent of these fifty infants. weighed between two pounds. nine O~J· 
es and five pounds. eight o~es. The incidence of prematurity in 
cerebral palsied children revealed in this study was also observed 
in the Connecticut study of 109 Cerebral Palsied children. ll 
Intormation coneerning the labor process was obtained in all 
~?IbJ.Q ...RL 44 
llIbid. 
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~he case hi.to~ie8, as is shown in Table XIII. Normal labor was 
~eported in forty-nine or seventy-two pe~ent ot the cases, while 
~here was not notable dittenence in the two extremes ot labor; pro-
longed labor was revealed in nine cases, and ten mothers had short 
!periods ot labor. 
TABLE XIII 
la.A.BOR, PRESENTATION AND PREMATURITY 
lCondition Number 
!Labor: 
Normal • • • • • ,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 49 
Precipitate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
P~olonged • • 
.' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • 9 
, Total 68 
IPres'entation : 
Head • • • • • ., . ., ,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 33 
Breech • • • • • • · ;. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
OI88antb,,}Seotl6na 
.;: '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Information not recorded • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32 
Total 68 
IPrematuritY': 
Term • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 43 
Premature • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • 7 
Information not recorded • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18 
Total 68 
TABLE XIV 
BIRTH WEIGHT OF PATIENTS 
Weight Number 
2 lbs., 9 oz. - 5 lbs., -8 oz. ••••••••••• 7 
5 lbs., 9 oz. - 8 lbs., 8 oz. ••••••••••• 44 
8 lbs., 9 oz. and over 
Information not reoorded 
• ~. ~ • c • • • ~ • ~ • ~ • 1 • • • ' • • • t 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
:3 
18 
Total 68 
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In th1s study a~ attempt was made to evaluate the information 
given by parents rela~ding the presenoe in the ohild of findings 
suggestive of brain d~mage. Fifty-six of the sixty-eight oh11dren 
for whom neo-natal h1,tory was available, were reported to have 
had signifioant diffioulties in the neonatorum. The condition 
reported by the mothers are clearly denoted in Table XV. Th1rteen 
gave histories of moderate to seveN anoxia; eight gave histories 
of oonvulsions soon afte~ b1rth; e·ight gave a history of jaundioe 
at birth; seven indioated feeding problems; and thirteen gave his-
tor1es of a oombination of some of the above difficulties. The 
eno-natal histories of seven patients indioated a normal physioal 
oondition. 
The signifioance of these findings 1s that a high percentage 
.. 
of children who have Cerebral Palsy present suggestive symptoms 
in the first four weeks of l1fe. This may point to the advisabil-
ity of more intensive evaluation of children who present specifio 
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~bnormal fiftdings in the neo-natal period with the hope of an 
.arlieD d1agnoa1s ot Cerebral Palsy.12 Although it is reoognized, 
~f oourse, that many of these oonditions may abate spontaneously 
~nd are not neoessarily assooiated with or indioative of oerebral 
lPalsy. 
TABLE XV 
PHYSICAL CONDI TION MANIFESTED AT BIRTH OF PATIENTS 
~. , \ "";" 
Condition 
Anoxia • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
C'ynosis •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • 
Convulsions • • 'It • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Jaundioe •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Number 
13 
9 
8 
S 
Feeding Problem • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• .' 7 
More than one oondition manifested • • • • • • • • • 
Normal oondition indioated • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
13 
7 
Information not reoorded • • • • • • • • • • • •• ____ 3_ 
Total 68 
~hysical Development 
The majority of Cerebral Palsy ohildren in the study group were 
retarded in their motor development. Many ohildren had a hi story 
pi marked retardation in achieving head, Sitting, and standing bal-
~nce. Verbal deviations also were noted. The average patient 
12 ~., p. 46 
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.alked at tAirty-five months, and spoke his first words at 29.5 
months. None of the patients could hold their head momentarily 
~rect at the age of one month; and only four oould acoomplish this 
~ask at the end of five months, whioh aocording to Gesell13, far 
exceeds the maximum time allowed for the average or normal ohild 
to aooomplish this phase of physical development. Inslxteen oases 
the patients never held their heads erect. It must be noted, haw-
ever, that in thirty-seven oases the information contained in 
Table XVI was not available in the reoords. 
TABLE XVI 
PATIENTS HELD HEAD EREOT 
Age in Months 
Birth - 1 
2 - 3 
4 .. 5 
6 .. 7 
8 .. 9 
10 - 11 
12 - 13 
14 - 15 
16 - 17 
• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
· . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
· . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Number of Ohildren 
o 
2 
2 
1 
5 
3 
1 
o 
o 
l3Arnold Gesell, M. D., o. S. Amatruda, M. D., Developmental 
Diagnosis,(New York, 1941,)p. 427-447 
TABLE XVI (oont inued) 
PATIENTS HELD HEAD EREOT 
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Age in Months Number of Children 
18 and over .~ J .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Never held head ereot • • • • • • • • • 
Information not reoorded • • • • • • • • 
Total 
1 
16 
37 
68 
The average patient in this study aohieved an unsteady sitting 
balanoe at fourteen months, approximately one half year later than 
the normal ohi1d.14 ~irteen patients wera not able to sit alone. 
The medioa1 histories revealed this information in all but fifteen 
~ases. "(See Table XVII.) 
TABLE XVII 
AGE PATIENTS SAT ALONE 
Age in Months Number of Children 
Birth - 5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
6 - 10 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 13 
11 - 15 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
16 - 20 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
21 
- 25 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
26 
- 30 .~. ~ ........... . 0 
31 
- 35 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
14~., p. 47 
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TABLE XVII (continued) 
AGE PATIENTS SAT ALONE 
Age in Months 
36 - 40 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
41 - 45 
46 - 50 
• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Never sat alone • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Information not recorded • • • • • • • • 
Total 
Number of Ohildren 
1 
1 
1 
13 
15 
68 
General retardation among the study group again is eVidenced 
in Table XVIII. The mean age for standing was twenty-four and one 
half months; for walking, thirty-five months; for first words, 
twenty-nine months. Of significance is the tact that, up to the 
1t1me this stUdy was made, sixteen children in the group had never 
stood alone, seventeen had never walked alone, and eighteen had 
never spoken a word. However, the number of eases in which this 
information was unobtainable should be noted. 
.. TABLE XVIII 
AGE PATIENTS STOOD ALONE, WAIKED ALONE, 
AND SPOKE FIRST WORDS 
Asze in Months stood Alone 
Birth - 6 0 
7 - 12 3 
13 - 18· 7 
19 - 24 1 
25 - 30 6 
31 - 36 1· 
37 - 42 1 
43 - 48 0 
49 - 54, 1 
55 - 60 0 
61 and over 2 
Never 16 
Not recorded 30 
Total is 
Walked Alone 
o 
o 
3 
6 
8 
3 
.6 
1 
3 
3 
5 
17 
13 
68 
First Words 
o 
o 
5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
o 
2 
1 
2 
18 
22 
68 
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Dunsden15 states that a child who is unable to sit independ-
antly, does not have the opportunity for the characteristic ex-
15M• I. Dunsdon, The Educability of Cerebral Palsy Children, 
Newnes Educational P'i.bllshlng Company, Ltd., p. 19 
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ploratory behaviour of the-normal child. He says, of the Oerebral 
Palsied child, HUntil he can balance his head and trunk sufficient-
ly to maintain a sitting posture for more than just a few seoonds, 
the normal widening of his interests through visual stimuli is 
bound to be restricted.- Although intelleotual development may be 
direotly affected, it would seem that physical retardation also 
would affeot the Oerebral Palsy child emotionally. 
DIAGNOSIS 
Before a method of treaUnent is outlined by the doctor, a 
diagnosis is made. This diagnosis, in addition to defining the 
condition neurologically, desoribes the area of motor involvemen~. 
In this study, spasticity occured most frequently, accounting 
for twenty-four disabled children. Nineteen children were athe-
toid. One child was diagnosed as having the ataxia type of Cer-
.. ,~ , 
ebral Palsy_ Spastioi~y had afflicted the four extremities in 
eleven cases. Spastic hemiplegia was nexti in incidence with seven 
cases. Four children were listed only as having Cerebral Palsy 
and the area of involv.ent was not deSignated. 'Xbe incidence 
rate i:,f6Dl·1U?8.lS orixxt()lYr~ent in other-·members of the group were: 
hemiplegia, nine; para gl$8ia , four; diplegia, one; and quadriple-
gia, twenty-four. It may be noted in Tible XIX that the area of 
involvement was not indicated in thirty oase histories. 
16 ~_, p. 20 
TABLE XIX 
OORRELATION BB1~EBN 1EUR0LOGIOALDIAGNOSIS AND 
LOOALIZATION OF MOTOR INVOLVEMENT 
, 
Kotor J.nvolvement 
plagnosla iH~- • Para- D1- l~dr1- IIone 
ipleJl:la plegla iple~la .pleg:la Indicated 
~pastlc1ty 7 2 1 11 3 
~thetoals 
-
2 
-
6 11 
~1gidit.,. 2 
- -
3 3 
~taxla 
- - - -
1 
!remer -, 
- - -
2 
11xed Type 
-
.,. 
-
:5 :5 
Oerebral Palsy 
only 
- - -
1 3 
~aluatlons 
lot Completed 
- - - -
4 
Total 9 • 1 24 30 
32 
Total 
24 
19 
8 
1 
2 
6 
4 
4 
68 
A correlation between the age when an abnormality was manl-
f'ested a.nd a diagnosis of Oerebral Palsy was made is shown In 
!fable XX. The average I,g. ;when an abnormality was observed was 
': ,; 
~pprox1mately tour months. An abnormality was recognized before 
~he child was six months old In thirty-two or fitty-nine percent 
~f the cases in which this Intar.mation is known. The average 
~nitial diagnosis. however. was made at approx1mately twenty 
~nths. Many case hi.torie' indicated that parents were orig-
~nally told their child .~14 -grow out of it-, which probably 
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~ccounts fo~ the lapse of ttme until a definite diagnosis was made. 
~ome of this dela,. in early diagnosis and treatment of Cerebral 
Palsy may indicate that Oerebral pally is st111 regarded as a con-
~it10n of Which to be ashamed and, therefore, hidden.17 Also the 
parents may fInd 1t ditticult to face the possibility of having 
~heir tears conf1rmed by medical diagnosis. 
TABLE XX 
CORRELATION BB'lIEBN AGE ABNORMALITY MANIFESTED AND 
AGE DlAGHOSIS OF CEREBRAL PALSY COMPLE'l'ED 
IAge in Months 
Birth through 6 
7 through 12 
13 through 18 
19 through 24 
~5 through 30 
~1 through 36 
137 through 42 
Information not recorded 
Al)normaJ.it.y 
Manitested 
32 
16 
4 
1 
1 
o 
o 
14 
Diagnosis 
Completed 
9 
13 
6 
13 
5 
6 
12 
4 
Total 68 68 
~,s TOW€-v~ J9~ 
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17peggy Derse, "The Emotional Problems ot.L..lD~fIi.-~e 
~pa8tic, Athetoid and Ataxia Type ot Cerebral Palsy Ch11d,· 
trhe American Journal ot Occupational TheraPT, IV, (Npvember-:De~ember 1~~b01p.252 ~ 
PROGNOSIS AID RBC~ATIONS 
'!'he prognosis ot the Cerebra 1 Palsy children 11110 were seen 
at eORC is ahown in Table XXI. The medical histories revealed 
that, upon completion ot the evaluations, it was telt that ten 
patients could, atter intensive treatment, lead relatively no~ 
lives. A prognOSis ot "tair" was made in nine oas.s. Ot signi-
ticance is the tact that a prognosis ot "poor" was made in twen-
ty-seven cases. It was deter.mined, at the time ot evaluation, 
that many ot the latter patients could not protit trom treatment 
because ot an emotional disturbance whioh intertered with and, 
in a tew casea, prevented the intiation of treatment. A tew ot 
these children had been helped through the immediate utilization 
ot service ottered by the Mercy Child Guidance Clinic. 
TABLE XXI 
PROGNOSIS OF CEREBRAL PALSlIBD CHIIDREN 
Classitication 
i 
Good ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fair • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Poor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Guarded • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Evaluation not completed • • • • • • • • 
PrognosiS not recorded • • • • • • • • • 
Number of Children 
10 
9 
27 
8 
4 
10 
Total 68 
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Treatment recommendations were made immediately upon comple-
tion ot the evaluation. The following table illustrates theae 
recommendations. Placement In apecial institutlons, suCh a8~ a 
convalescent custodlal hospital, or a treataent home tor crlppled 
children~ was recommended tor eleven children. It was r.commended~ 
however, cllnlc serviees be extended to fitty-taree chlldren of 
the study group. Four Children were still being evaluated at the 
time Intor.matlon tor this study was being compiled. 
Recommendation 
TABLE XXII 
TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
Special InstItution. • • • • • • • • • • 
01inic treatment • • • • • • • • • • 
Evaluations not completed ••••• • • 
Number ot Ohildren 
11 
53 
4 
Total 68 
RESULTS OF THERAPY 
The fifty-three patients~ who accepted the services of the 
~11nlc~ received one type of therapy or combination of types of 
~herapies. There were three ohildren Who received only one type 
pi therapy. One of the patients received occupational theraP1~ 
~n whlch an evaluation of some improvement was reported; and the 
. ~wo other children received only physical therapy~ in which an 
~va1uation ot some improvement also was entered. Nine children 
~ecelved the services ot both the physical and occupational ther-
36 
apists. One of these patIents receIved an evaluat10n of no im-
provement trom both therap1.ts. E1ght chIldren rece1ved an eval-
tuat10n of 80me improvement. Each of the remaInIng four patIents 
~ece1ved speech theraPJ 1n add1t10n to the two mentioned betore. 
Those children who do not respond to treatment, and in 80me eases 
~ave regressed, are eYaluated as having shown "no improvement". 
~ ch1ld who make. any pesit1ve response to treatment 1s evaluated 
las having made " ..... 1mprovanent"" while "marked" 18 de'l1nite. 
The treatment .esults of the children who received occupat10naJit 
~hysic.l, and speeeh, therapy are illustrated in Table XXIII. 
Wee or 
erap-y 
TABLE XXIII 
TREATMENT USUIIl'S FOR FORTr..eNE CHIIDRBN 
WHO RECBIVED OCCUPATIONAL, PHYSICAL, 
AND SPEECH THERAPY 
Improvement. Ev.~uat.l.on 
JlarJg)(l 80me ~_o Not com-.l!.leted 
pccupat10nal 3 16 8 14 
,hY81 cal 3 9 9 20 
~peech 3 11 8 19 ' 
~t is sign1ficant that on11 three patients had responded 
.ent with' -"arked improvement". 
Total 
41 
41 
41 
to treat-
An attempt 1s made by the psychologist to evaluate the intel-
~ectual capacity of all children known to the MaCRO. However, many 
pf the children are 1naccessible, because of the severity of the 
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physical condition, or hyperactivity and ~cooperativeness. There-
fore, modifications of the standardized test material or procedure 
~ust be made. In many cases even segments of standardized tests 
cannot be applied. O •• e records reveal, as is Shown in Table XXIV, 
that the Intellectual capacIty ot twenty-tive children was measur-
able according to standard procedures and test materials. The men-
tal ability of nine patients was partially measurable and aome mod-
itications were made to accomodate these children. The intellect-
ual capacity ot twenty patlents, who were ln contact (socially 
alert), was, however, not measurable. The children comprising 
this non-mea.urable group were observed as not being meaningtully 
aware of the world about them. Ther were, however, aware of their 
environment. This information reveals the extent of mental and 
emotlonal retardation ot these children. 
Table XXV 11lU8trat~s the educabillty prognosls ot the Cerebra: 
Palsy patlents studied. Thls prognosis was made by the psycholo-
~lst after the ,sychologloal evaluation ot each chlld was complet-
ed. The table shows clearly that forty-three, or approximately 
.ixty-tbre. percent of the children have little chance for quali-
tying for even an ungraded classroom. Eleven patients are capable 
~f qualltying for an ungraded class, and ten patients probably will 
~ttain normal achievement. The prognosis of four patients was un-
determined. 
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• TABLE XXIV 
Ili'l'BLLIGENT MEASURABILITY 'AND GENl!RAL AWARENESS OF PATIENTS 
Awarenes. 
, "easurabili ty ~n cOn't.act out o-.!. cq~ac~_ 
~easurabl. 
Partial17 Measurable 
iNon Measurable 
Total 
25 -
9 -
20 14 
54 14 
TABLE XXV 
EDUOABILITY PROGNOSIS OF OEREBRAL PAlSY PATIENTS 
25 
9 
34 
68 
Prognosis Number of Patients 
Good •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fair • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Poor •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Undetermined • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
10 
11 
43 
" 
Total 68 
In the first chapter it was explained that twent7-nine of the 
aixt7-eight casea studied were closed at the time this material 
was being compiled. It is significant to consider the disposition 
of these casea. Table XXVI shows that four of these children are 
receiving oustodial care. One child returned to his out-of-state 
home after receiving the full benefits of the diagnostio evalua-
~9 
tion and treatment reoommendation. The child's parents originally 
~equested this service. FIve children expired; four while receiv-
ing custodial care, and'the other child while a patient in a hos-
pital. The medical records of nineteen children revealed no in-
tormation concerning disposition other than "no return". A study 
ot these records indicated that there were a tew "uncooperative" 
parents. Among these were some who could not accept the diagnosis 
and, therefore, sought the services ot other clinics and private 
physicians. The emotional canponents of these people will be ccn-
sidered in the foll~ing chapter. 
TABLE XXVI 
DISPOSITION OF TlENTI-NINE CLOSED CASES 
Disposition 
Custod 1al Care • • • • • • 
Out-of-state Residence • • 
Deceased • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
Contact Terminated-No reason given • 
Total 
alJJinRy 
Number of Closed Cases 
4 
1 
5 
19 
29 
A descriptive pictureot data hom medical histories was pre-
.ented in this chapter. Table XI revealed that although the inci-
dence was greater for the children born first, or at least second, 
the greater incidence of mothers with more than one pregnancy and 
~irth would indicate the birth of younger siblings in some of theSE 
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caees. Altaough there is a lower incidence of prematurity in this 
study group, as compared with the Oonnecticut study, this factor 
does not have much significance, since this information was not ob-
tained in eighteen. cases. The high inCidence of unrecorded infor-
~tion regarding the type of birth presentation precludes any def-
inite conc )nsions. 
The study of the physical development of the children indi-
cated that many have a history of marked physical retardation. 
For this reason we can assume that exploratory behavior ot :many 
ot these Oerebral Palsy children was restricted and, theretore, 
the possibility ot emotional involvement was very great. 
The delay 1n early diagnosis and treatment 1s illustrated in 
Table XX. A oompar1son ot Tables XX and XXI indioates that, in 
spite of the faot that many prognoses of ·poor" were made, DKSt 
of the children, DeYertheless, were recommended tor treatment. 
The importance o~ early d1agnosis is made obvious by considering 
the information revealed in Table XX. 
The d1fficult1es encountered 1n evaluating the patient psy-
chologically were cons1dered briefly in this Chapter. In the par-
agraph dealing with the procedure on psychological testing ot 
Oerebral PalSied children, an attempt was made to show why it .. ~is 
neoessary to be flexible in this evaluation. 
CHAPTER IV 
EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS 
Until very recently, physicians, teaohers, and parents, treat-
ing or living with haDd1capped ohildren, were engaged in searohing 
for and primarily concerned with oorreotive measures along physi-
calor med1ca 1 lin... Little,.if any, attention was given to the 
emotional implications of the handicap. The effect that the dis-
ability has upon the ,emotional growth and development of the ohild 
'or the many c aaplex mechanisms employed by the child to overoome 
, l1is handicap and gratify his emotional needs was overlooked.18 
The emotional life of the handicapped ohild reoently has be-
oome an important subjeot. for study and researoh. 'Attempts, there-
~ore, are being made to look upon the emotional life of the handi-
~apped child as a vital link in the diffioult task of treating and 
rehabilitating the patient. 19 
The fact that emotional disturbances can be diverted into 
physical channels is ~plained in the psyohosamatio, concept con-
cerning the body-mind relationship. Conversely, physical symp-
18Marous Guensberg, M. D., Emotional Im~lication of Handicaps, 
reprinted from the February, 1956 issue or he Crippled Chila, p.l 
19Ibid • 
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toms, and erganic conditions, have emotional concomitants. These 
emotional repercussions could be of greater significance to the 
patient than the physical manifestations of the illness. The men-
tal attitude one develops towards a physical illness.or a handicap 
plays as vital a part in the course of the illness as the purely 
physical and medical aspects of it. Our a~lity to overoame an 
illness does not depend exclusively on the results of the medical 
therapeutic recommendations ot the Physician.20 
This chapter will oonsider the etiological faotors and symp-
toms indioating possible emotional disturbances. In addition to 
studying the nature ot the patient's emotional problem, attention 
will be given the emotional climate in which the child lives. 
This emotional climate, possibly the most important aspeot of the 
child's life, includes the attitudes and feelings of his parent. 
and siblings. 
ATTITUDE OF PARENTS 
The attitude of the parents as an influencing factor in the 
habilitation or rehabilitation of the Cerebral Palsied child has 
been emphasized by Dr. Sherman Little: 
No tr~~ent program tor children with Cerebral Palsy is 
complete unless there i8 available trained personnel to 
.or~·_ .• i.l .. t.e::lparents· and ohildren around the emotional 
reactions which are an inevitable part of the picture and 
20Ibid • , 
-" 
which ~y severely interfere wit~lthe response to medical 
and eventual general adjustment. 
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The case records of sixty-four of the sixty-eight patients in 
this study revealed a definite description of the mother's per-
sona~ity or emotional stability as a possible etiological factor 
ot the child's emotional disturbance. 
OVerprotection was recognized as the major unfavorable par-
ental attitude by the clinic staff. Twenty-one or approximately 
thirty-two percent of the mothers were considered over-protective. 
Although it was recognized that this attitude was associated with 
other psychic compone~ts, overprotection was a possible $.ajor per-
sonality trait. In these cases the parents were so profoundly 
aware of their child'.'l1Jllitations and greater needs for affection 
and security that they-developed this over-protective attitude. 
It also was found that in many of these instances, the parents 
assumed an attitude of martyrdom and heaped an excessive amount of 
love, devotion and ca~e on the defective or handicapped child. 
The consequence.Jiof this t7pe of parental attitude will be con-
sidered later in this chapter when the emotional disturbances of 
the patients are dlscua.ed,. 
~i':'~" 
Ten ".~*hers were desct-ibed as being extremely demanding of the 
clinic. fhe,se parents we!'e almost hostile in their attitudes and 
2lSherman Little, "The fsychosomatic Aspect", Spastic Review, 
lVol. X no. 4 (April 1949) 
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demands fo~ therapeutio results. Lack of cooperation and insight 
also were charaoteristic of these demanding mothers. One mother 
was desoribed as very bitter towards the clinic staff because she 
oonsidered the treatment resulted in insuffioient improvement in 
her Child. These parents had found it extremely difficult to ac-
cept the physioal diagnosis of their ohild. This non-accepting 
attitude was espe.ially strong when mental retardation was indi-
cated. 
Rejection of the ohild by the mother was deteoted in'e1ghteen 
cases. This attitudereaged trom open rejection toward the child, 
in about four cases',to an unrealistio approach toward the ch1ld' s 
l1JdtatlolU1 in the balance of the caaes. The majority of these 
~thers had seen manTtWs1cians 1n the hope of obta 1n1ng a tav-
~rable evaluation. An impression was created in the records that 
t~e mothers had never'reached a true understanding of what the 
child could or could not do. In considering the cases of open 
~ejection not much more can be added to Dr. Guensberg's explanatiox: 
The mother of a teebl$minded or deat-mute oh11d w11l show 
a much greater readiness to accept a post-natal 1njury, 
an insignificant fall 'or illness as the cause ot her ohild's 
mental retardation or deatness rather than to admit an 1n-
herent defect in the c'Mld' s brain, which she is inclined 
to identify with a defectwith1n herself. In extreme cases, 
suoh an att1tude mayeYentually lead to utter rejection of 
the detective or hand1capped child with all the tragio con-
sequences that SU§h a rejeotion may generate for the ohild 
and mother a11ke. 2 
22Guensberg, p. 3 
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Although there were only four specific cases of mothers with 
guilt feelings, it was sus~ected that this problem was a casual 
factor in many of the aboye discussed emotional manifestations. 
Therefore, the incidence of guilt feelings in parents who have 
Oerebral Palsied children may be fairly large. 
The profound feelings of guilt may be evidenced by selt-con-
demnation and selt-punishment, in that the thought of having creat-
ed something det •• tiye may produce tee lings of failure and frustra-
tion. To relieve these guilt feelings, the mother often may resori 
to an unwillingness to tace and accept the harsh reality by over 
protection and infant1lization.23 
Six mothers were described in the case histories as being 
fttearfulft and -dependentft • One mother revealed that she telt she 
. 
was being neglected by her husband. The problem of alcoholism 
was indicated for one mother. Another had been in a mental hos-
pital. Only two mothers were recognized in the medieal histories 
as being ftmatureft. 
The fathers' attitude toward the patients was generally sim-
ilar to the mothers. Alcbholism in the father was reported in 
three cases. Total rejection of the patient and partiality to-
ward a younger sibling was revealed in one case history. Four 
fathers were described in the records as ftnot willing to assume 
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Of responsfbility· for the welfare of the ohild. Two fathers re-
spouse gave too much time to the patient and, 
herefore, they felt neglected. One father was described as re-
elving a deep satisfaotion in caring for the ohild. ~e balance 
f the thirty cases, in Which some information about the fathers 
ould be obtained,revealed that unrealistic attitudes, overpro-
rejection, guilt feelings, and insecurity were, as in the 
s1milax-ly distributed in frequency. 
1"he psycho-sexual development of the Oerebra 1 Pals ied child 
s basically the same as in the normal ohild. Howev~r, since the 
eriod of dependency.is related to his physical disability, he may 
eem to have a longer period of dependency. Activity, the normal 
eans for a ohild to learn about the world, is definitely limited 
n the Oerebral Palsie~ ohild. The limitation of his activities, 
he slowness of performance and all the other difficulties which 
1m1t activity definitely affect the emotional stability of the 
I 
Frustrations are greater and more frequent. Anxiety, 
does appear, tends to be more intense. ~he child may cboos 
o escape from reality or may be openly aggressive and hostile. 
ehabilitation, in the latter stage, 1s extremely ditficult.24 
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lith eaeh of the patients studied, the attitude, behavior, or 
disposition, which indicates a possible emotional problem, is pre-
sented according to whether child's emotional reaction 1s aggres-
sive and negativistic or one of withdrawal. The terms used in the 
clinic records describe the predominant behavior pattern or re-
action to a situation. 
Thirty-eight children were recognized by the staff as being 
aggressively negativistic. Nine of these patients demanded an 
excessive amount of attention from either the parents or the ther-
apists. Enuresis was regarded as a definite symptom of an emotion-
'" 
al disturbance in the medical histories of two patients. Eighteen 
patients were described as "uncooperative, hyper-active, i~itable, 
, 
or easily distracted". Seven cases of temper tantrums, and asso-
ciated feeding problema were reported. The mother's of two pat-
. , ~. 
ients reported that their children were very lisobedient in the 
home. One child was described as being a "school behavior pro-
blem" • 
Twenty-one patients were considered by the clinic ataff to be 
quite withdrawn. Fourteen patients were observed specifically as 
being very passive and dependent. Eight children revealed appre-
hensiveness when encountering new situations or activities. 
The case histories revealed very little information concerning 
the relationship between patients and Siblings. Information re-
garding the matter was available in only thirty-two percent of the 
reoords studied. The mothers of eight patients reported that a 
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good. accepting relationship existed between the patient and sib-
ling.. A tendency. by the siblings, to oVerprotect the Cerebral 
a18ied patient was reported in two cases. Sibling rivalry was 
auggested in twelve hi.tories. Man, of these parents felt that 
the patient'. siblings were hostile and rejecting because of the 
additional attention given to the patients, by the parents. 
one sibling truancy was a problem. 
CASE A 
j' or 
This is the ea •• '·.et "'17 II, two year old female, whose condi-
tion was diagnosed as atbetoid quadriplegia. This patient was de-
scribed as highly distractible, h7Per-a~tive, and very dependent. 
It was felt that the .other was overprotective. 
The parents first realized the presence of a medical problem 
when the patient. attbe age of eight months, could not sit up. 
The mother had had four pregnancies. Tne first and ~hird preg-
nancies resulted in mi •• arriages. The patient was the first live 
birth. A sibling was bo~ as a result of the fourth pregnancy. 
During the evaluation and the three month treatment period 
which tollowed, the patient preferred to be alone. When the moth-
er attempted to touch a toy, the child cried and screamed. It was 
extremely ditficult tor the clinic staff to get sustained interest 
from the patient. The psychologist felt that the eutlook for ed-
ucability was good, but that the emotional component might inter-
fere with treatment and thus result in a regressive pattern. 
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tter the three month period of treatment the physical therapist 
reported no tmprovement. The occupational therapist reported a 
decrease in the patient's attention ,pan. Tbe clinic statf recom-
ended treatment for another three month period, and suggested tha 
the mother be offered casework services. 
CASE B 
George, a two year old white male, who was adaitted to the 
clinic for evalua-t1oJ.( and treatment recommendations, presented 
another type of emotional problem. The clinic staft reported the 
problem of temper taatrums in this child, and that both parents 
seemed quite 1mma~ur •• 
The area ot phTsioal 1nvolvement was not indicated inan'1 ot 
the individual statt reports. A tinal diagnosis was not made, 
since the initial evaluation process was not canpleted. The med-
ioal report indicated a normal birth history. 
The physical therapist reported that the patient was capable 
ot pertorming many tunotional activities but telt that the mother 
was frustrating him, resulting in the temper tantrums. '!he occu-
pational therapist pointed out that when the child was allowed som 
freedom.,,)1e would take a cup of water, which was placed in troat 
of him, in both hands and drink from it. The therapist also ad-
vised that much more could be accomplished with the boy when given 
an opportunity for independent activity. ibe mother intor.med the 
staff that many of the activities which were perfor.med in the clin 
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were not a~oomplished in the home. The psychologist noted a near 
normal level of mental ability, however, bec ... e of the ohild's 
distur~d background and lack ot stimulation, it was doubtful that 
the teat ~esults gave a valid measure of ability. The neurologist 
recoanized the problem of hyper-activity and ruled out mental re-
tardation. 
lASE C 
Mary, age fourteen, .as admitted to the clinic for counseling 
service beasue of a scbool adjustment problem. The patient's 
oondition was dia~o.,d as spastic quadriplegia. 
The mother told of ho. she had been ooncerned about Mary 
sinoe the child's birt~, but had been told by her phySician that 
she was overly eoncerned. The doctor advised the mother not to 
worry. Mary's mothe~ gave the following birth and developmental 
history: Mary had convulsions approximately two weeks atter birth 
and was given oxygen. Soon after, she developed an aCllte diges-
tive condition which lasted for approximately three years. When 
Mary was three years old, her mother began to feel that the vomiti g 
"was used against me". She noticed that the ohild walked on the 
tips of her toes, stitt legged, with her arms up and head down. 
The mother expressed the feeling that Mary could have walked cor-
rectly if she wanted to. She was a feeding problem until she 
reached the age of five. Her manner of eating aisturbed her fath-
er to the extent that he would turn his head in another direotion. 
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As Jiart' approached adolescence, her inability for form satis-
fying relationships .ith her peers be.ame more of a problem for 
~er. 
Intensive couseling for Mary and her mother was the prominent 
recommendation. 
SUMMARY 
It has been the purpose of this chapter to present the emo-
tional problems ot' the ~erebral Palsied children studied from and 
described in the cas'erecords. 
The high incidenoe C)f •• 'ection, over-prote.t1on. and infan-. 
tilizatlon suggests th, probably cause of emotloZl&a.;~ependence 
and various behavior problems in these ch11dren. These parental 
attitudes and problems add a hand1cap of emotional dependency to 
the existing physical handicap of the child, thus prolongtng and 
complicating the process of treatment. 
;q .1 .. U 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
TAe purpose or this stuiy is to reveal some or the emotional 
·~l.men,s which tao starr of the MaCRC have reco,nized as Ne,ativ-
.11 arrectipg results o~ medical treatment. 
Two items woro,pertinent in the. thesis as possible factors 
~nrlu~ncing the emotional problems or the cerebral p~lsied child-
pen in the study; age or mother and ord~al position. or cerebral 
palsied Child. Although the average age of the ~Gtbars was twenty-
~ix years, twenty-rive or the sixty-eight mothers were older than 
~hirty years or age at the birth or th6ir cerebral palsied child. 
~ight mothers were bet~een thirty-rive and forty years of age. 
Thirty-seven patients are rirst born. In thieteen or these cas:e 
~he patients had no sibling •• Blue. it seella that having a cerebral 
palsied child may have arrected the size or many famil,ies. 
Sibling rivalry was recognized as an important ractor which 
~ad serious repercussions on some or the children. 
~study or the phfsical development or the children indicated 
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~hat many had a history of marked physical retardation. Because 
~f this, it was assumed that exploratory behavior of many of these 
~erebral palsied children was restricted, and therefore, the 
possibility of emotional involvement was very great. 
1i~1 
The high incidence of rejection, over-protection, and infantil11 
~ation suggests the proximate reason for these children being 
~motionally dependent and for their various behavior problems. It 
eems, therefore, that these parental attitudes and behavior isms 
~ad added an emotional handicap to the existing physical handicap 
~f the child, thus prolonging and complicating the pmocess of trea~ 
~ent. 
The case re~ords indicate thaneed to take into account and 
~eal with parental attitudes, so that better medical results could 
be aChieved. It is conceivable that since the parent-child re,la-. 
"ionship is essentially a pr~ess>or, interaction of the' personal 
ties of parent and child, the em.otional ,ttitude of the parent 
profoundly affects the cerebral palsied child's emotional life. 
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APPENDIX 
SOHEDULE 
Identifying Information: 
I. Birth Dat. Me at Admission __ Heigb.t Weight 
aex Race Religion -- ---
II. Source of Referral 
"-----
III. Different Diagnosis Prior to Admission 
Treatment: OT PT ST Surgel'J' Medication 
------ --- --- --.... 
IV. Ase of Ohild when" Abnormali ty was first Observed 
Noted by: a) lID b) Mother c) Other --
Diagnosed as Cerebral Palsy: TYpe Involvement 
Age ----
Social HistOl'J'1 
I. Family Oonstellation: Age at birth 
of OP child: 
a) Father b) Mother------------
c) Ohildren: at home away 
--
Marital Statis: 
M, ., S, 'I, RM. 
II. Patient: Other Placement Prior to Admission 
a) Foster Home b} Institution 
Reason for Placement ----
Number of Placaents 
-----. 
III. Other OP members in the family 
--
IV. Others with illnesses in the family 
V ---
V. Others in the home 
---
VI. Living arrangements: 
a) Own Home b) Rent c) With Relatives 
d) Number of Rooms e"")-F-loor ---
---
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VII. Bcorl'omio Status: Employed Unemployed oocupation Inccme 
a} Father 
b) Mother 
c} Siblings 
d} Others 
Group Hospi~al Plan Insurance: Jes .0 __ _ 
VIII. Attitudes: 
a) Mothel' 
As Observed by: 
b} Father·-----
c) Siblings ___ _ 
d) Others 
-----
IX. Marital S1tuation as reported by: 
Father Mother O~t~h~er~s~--------
Health 
I. Mother: 
a) Comilicationa During Pregnancy 
b) History of Acciden., Physical ~d~1s~a~b~i~1'i~t~y, or !erious 
Illness During Pregnanoy 
CS) Labor: Normal pr-o"'l-o-n-g-ea"!ll""'--~O:"!tl"llh-e-r--------
d) Delivery: Breech Footling Head Transwerae 
Ver81ona~and EXtraotion Instrument 
~d~)~B~irth: Caesarian Section Normal ~P~r-ema~·ture 
Delayed Other -----
f) Para Gravid. Which Pregnancy CP MiscarriagE (s) __ 
II. Child: 
a) Birth: Normal . Anoxia Cyanos is Jaundio e 
Resuscitation Convulsions Birth Weight Fee~Ql~:n~g~ 
Method .. 
b ) Mo-tfi-e~r~i s' Account of Early Symptoms: 
c) Physical Development: Held Head Ere~c~~--~S~la~Lt~A~~tO~n~e--~ 
Stood 410ne Walked F1rst Words Toilet 
-t.r~a~ln-ed . 
d) j:Illness or Accident During Childhood 
----------------~ 
III. Training and Education 
a) Level of Achievement: Nursery School Kindergarten 
Grade School Ungraded Room Special Room 
wSp~ec~l~al School High School -----
b} Reason not in School 
-----
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IV. Sootal Aotivity: Speotator _____ Partioipant ____ _ 
v. Present Behavior 
-----
Psyohologioal Evaluation 
Measurable Non-measurable Fully Measurable 
Praotioally Measurable In Contaot Largely O·~u~t--o~f 
Contaot 
Outlook~f-o~r-Eduoability (good, fair, poor) 
iagnostio Advisory Study 
I. Reoommendations: 
a) Re-evalutat.ion 
b) Treatment ---
1) Out PatIent Home Care Institution 
2) OT PT ST Oasework servioes ---
II. Results of Treatment:Marked· Some No 
Improvement Improvement Improvement 
PT 
OT 
ST 
Oase work Treatment 
-----
